The Equation Editor Tutorial is a short tutorial for students to familiarize themselves with the Equation Editor tool they will be using to complete the AzMERIT online test. This tutorial simply gives students short tasks to learn how to maneuver around using the tool. The student is not actually doing any math, but rather practicing using the tool. This tutorial will take each student 10-15 minutes to complete online.

There are 2 ways to access this tutorial. Choose the option you are most comfortable with...

**OPTION 1**
Open a browser and type “equation editor tutorial” in the search box.

![Google Search]

Open the link like the one shown below to begin the tutorial....

**OPTION 2**
Type the following URL in the address bar to begin the tutorial.

https://demo.tds.airast.org/eqtutorial/

**DIRECTIONS ONCE IN THE TUTORIAL...**

1. Select the 6-12 grade band.

   ![Grade: 6-12 ▼]

2. Leave the “Question” choice at “Introduction.”

   ![Question: Introduction ▼]

3. Read the information provided on that page. Hit “Next” when ready to move on.

4. Work your way through each page as directed.